Abstract: Rapid urbanization is making urban traffic congestion increasingly rigorous, and its contradiction among resource, population and environment is becoming increasingly prominent. The hierarchy of green transportation puts cyclists and pedestrians first because of its low cost, space efficiency, and zero environmental impact; followed by public transit because of its shared passenger-transport service, thereby helping in reduction of an individual's carbon footprint. The government has therefore, aimed at constant development of the public transport system in the country for better connectivity and to promote a healthier lifestyle. The expansion of this sector will lead to construction of new transportation hubs to support it. Research on efficient planning for these public transit hubs is relatively underdeveloped. Buses act as the highest acceptable mode of public transportation in India, this paper aims at Efficient planning techniques for the construction of infrastructure supporting public transportation and to promote non-motorized transit modes. The outcome of this study would be utilized by the researchers to have an idea as to how the aspect like planning of green design will cause a difference in the society not only economically and socially but also environmentally and also moving towards a green development path.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The transport sector in India has been growing rapidly, especially post-independence, both in terms of physical spread as well as capacity to meet the rising mobility demands for both passengers as well as freight. On the other hand, the transportation infrastructure in India has been failing to meet those reciprocating mobility demands in terms of coverage, capacity as well as service quality. This negligence in the balanced development of the transport sector has led to several negative externalities in terms of increasing congestion, increasing emissions resulting in depleting air quality, rising health related risks, increase in deaths due to road accidents, increasing dependency on fossil fuels and an overall depleting quality of life.

II. AIM

The aim is to establish sustainable and energy efficient control methods right at the planning stage of the construction of transit hubs, supporting the ever-growing mobility needs of the surface transportation. Also, encouraging investment in the public sector development to promote a modal shift from the currently observed privatization of transport sector to a more efficient public transport.

III. OBJECTIVES

The following are undertaken as objectives of the study:
1. Understanding the current scenario of transportation sector in India.
2. Establishing the importance of public transportation and its supporting infrastructure for road transportation.
3. Developing efficient methods in planning stage of design, through following parameters:
   - site selection; multimodal system; design elements and techniques
4. To develop guidelines that should be applied in design development stage.

IV. ROAD TRANSPORT SECTOR IN INDIA – AN OVERVIEW

Transportation acts as the wheels to the engines of growth of a town/city/nation. For a country’s socio-economic development, it is important to look into transportation and its supporting facilities. The transportation sector is broadly categorized into air, land (road, rail) and water modes. The road network of India is of 4,689,842 kilometers (second largest), comprising of national highways, expressways, state highways, major district roads, other district roads and village roads. In India, road transport is the most widely used for both passenger and freight mobility. Concentrating only on passenger surface (road) transportation, the following statistics and data has been gathered to understand the current scenario in India, while realizing the demand for a sustainable approach in the development of surface transit hubs. [1] Transport and energy are closely related. [2]One way to control the energy usage is to switch to better alternatives for fuel consumption. It is important to understand that, the excess energy consumption is not only restricted in terms of fuel consumption in transportation sector but also in the built environment supporting it. Even though fuel waste and air pollution caused by transport sector needs our highest attention, there is more to it that architecture and the built environment can contribute to through planning, designing and maintenance. There have been certain improvements in the transportation sector yet there are still several unresolved issues due to outdated infrastructure and lack of investment. [3][4]There is a need to develop these infrastructures in a sustainable and efficient manner to meet our long-term needs. Here is where architecture plays its role. Need for shift to public transportation: Vehicle composition: Number of registered motor vehicles have been constantly increasing in India. [5]Private ownership of vehicles has increased by 12% in the last
decade and is expected to keep increasing due to rising standards of living, higher incomes etc. 86% of the total number of motor vehicles in the country are under private ownership, dominating the vehicle composition of the country. This rapid growth of registered motor vehicles will add up to the poor traffic situation in the country and worsen the related problems of increasing pollution levels, traffic congestion, and vehicular emissions, increased energy consumption which will in turn have a negative impact on the health and quality of life.

One of the most sustainable aspects of the transportation sector is a shift to Non-Motorized Transport (NMT) and Public Transport (PT), which helps in reducing the per capita carbon footprint, thereby moving towards a healthier development.

Reason for decline in public transportation: Surface transportation services by Government’s State Transportation Undertaking (STU) are responsible for providing transportation services for intercity and interstate movement. Apart from the services provided by the STUs there are privately owned public transportation service providers who have emerged to overcome the gap in terms of quantitative and qualitative services. These services include various modes like buses, minibuses, auto rickshaws, taxis etc. In India, the share of buses held by STU’s in terms of total registered vehicles has decreased over the years. [6]. Even though there is an increase in the number of vehicles owned and operated by STU’s since the implementation of Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JnNURM) in December 2005, there has been a gradual decline in the number of passengers travelling through these proposed public modes of transit. [7]India is progressing in the wrong direction with its increase in percentage of personal vehicles in the total motor vehicle composition. There is still a large section of the nation’s population who cannot afford private vehicles. They are facing a huge disparity with respect to increased travel time and cost due to road congestion caused by increased number of vehicles. Hence, availability and ease of access to public transit modes is a major concern.

Need for infrastructure development: Infrastructure development supporting the road transportation network, is a critical enabler to economic growth. In the past decade, it has been realized that there is a need to develop nation’s infrastructure catering to passenger movement yet there is only a little that has been done. The current infrastructure is not only insufficient, ill-equipped and ill-designed but is also at its higher rate of energy consumption. The increase in the road sector has surpassed the proportionate increase of its supporting infrastructure. This critical shortage of adequate transport infrastructure has led to issues leading to severe congestion, increased travel times, pollution etc. There is a need to pursue infrastructure development strategy that maximizes cost efficiency, users oriented quality services with low energy consumption.

These transport hubs act as the access points for the users. They are generally of large scale, as its occupant load or traveler load is determined by taking into consideration the entire region’s current population and also the future increase. Hence, developing these transit hubs with sustainable and energy efficient techniques will help in addressing the current demands and ensure future stability.

A. Site Selection

Passenger transit hubs play a vital role in the distribution pattern in transport networks. These hubs are flow concentrating structures as it is not exclusively used by just one user group. It acts as a public building catering to a broad network of people. The site selection for such buildings becomes really critical as these decisions once made will remain in effect for a long duration, especially due to the length of time for which the facilities will be available, its growing effect on the immediate context and the large amount of capital invested. Hence, choosing a site for the development of such infrastructure is not an easy task and therefore involves a lot of strategic thinking. With today’s rapid growth and increasing concerns for human and environmental health, it is important to take a closer look at the building practices starting from the site selection. There are many aspects that can be examined with respect to how sustainable and efficient the chosen site is. For example, whether it is a new site or the existing, if it is located in an urban, suburban or a rural area etc. The location of public transport hubs is of great concern not only for the mentioned building but also for the sites and buildings present in its surrounding context. LEED system provides a great concern for proximity of transportation. It provides a total of 6 credits for those construction sites that are near to public transportation facilities. Due the presence of a public transit approach within 0.4-0.8kms walking distance will help in promoting the use of public transportation by the future users.
To maximize energy efficiency in terms of site selection of the transit hubs, one of the location efficient sites are often the previously developed areas. These areas are already provided with the supporting services such as streets, utility lines, water pipes, infrastructure and the already dependent neighborhood.

It should also be well connected to the larger region of its establishment and close to amenities that will support the user flow for example - shops, restaurants, etc. Most of the times, these amenities develop after the development of the transit hubs in that area.

The site selection should also keep in mind the land use pattern and zoning of the urban context it is supposed to reside in, so as to be reachable to a larger mass through non-motorized transportation modes i.e. walking, cycling. For example, if a transit hub developed at the remote corner of the city where the land use pattern caters to industrial development, it will only be helpful for a portion of industrial works (who are not residing in the nearby neighborhood) and the surrounding small development, if any. Whereas development of the transit hubs near larger concentration of population will bring in more flow of people and encourage higher usage.

Centrally or Decentralized: The development of transit hubs should always be harmonized with the urban planning of the city. They are ideally located in the prime areas where it’s easily accessible to larger group of people with high availability of different modes of transport and facilities. This is done with the aim to maximize the facilities at that area, while minimizing its effect on the environment and displacement of communities. Sometimes transportation hubs are located in the outskirts of city (decentralized) with the goal to promote outwards expansion. For example, in China, new transit hubs were constructed in areas that were not full developed and were outside their urban center. With the construction of these hubs, the surrounding areas also started developing along and became the sub centers of the city. To ensure that the urban development is not fragmented, the new transit hubs should serve as a link between the new sub-center and the existing city center. Sometimes the complimenting development plans to the new transit hubs are not put into practice. Resulting in negative implications on the already constructed transport hubs. Urban planners, transport planners and transport operators should harmonize and balance the conflicts between urban planning and site selection of the new transit hub. This is because the development around the hub would take about 5-8 years, which should not make the hub’s range of influence and connection to the city negligible. For example, in Bangalore, India due to its rapid increase in urban population, the HAL Bangalore Airport became incompetent in holding the increased user flow. Therefore, Bangalore had to scout for another location to construct a new airport terminal that can hold more people and traffic. Due it various geographical and land acquisition reasons, in 2008, Devanahalli (40kms north-east of Bangalore) was chosen as an ideal location for Bangalore’s current airport i.e. Kempegowda International Airport, which now accommodates almost 15 million passengers per year. Resolving the capacity issue, the airport has become difficult to access due to the huge distance from the city and slow development of the town itself to provide the basic facilities. Was the site selection for the new terminal appropriate? Or could the old airport simultaneous continued operating alongside the new airport, while the development of the new terminal surrounding began? On contrary, the inner core of the city of Ahmedabad, requires a dense network of transportation as it will house a very large density of population due it’s mixed used integrated land use and transport infrastructure. Ahmedabad central railway station (Kalupur Railway Station) will be most critical intersection as it is situated right within the central core of the city (centralized). The project aims at replacing the central station with a multimodal transit and will integrate diverse modes of transportation including railways, metros and bus rapid transportation system. It is projected to have the highest number of originating passengers.

ii) Mixed use development: A model of urban planning that incorporates multitude of uses in a single urban development is referred to as mixed-use development. It includes residential, commercial – both office and retail, recreational and sometimes institutional, harmoniously blended together. The density and interconnectedness of a mixed-use neighborhood encourages the residents to opt for walking and NMT modes like bicycles. This is due to short trip lengths, as this type of development ends up placing the day-to-day things we need to do in immediate proximity to each other. This also promotes the feasibility of public transportation in areas where it wasn’t practical before, thus reducing the energy demands and environmental impact of an automobile-based commuter culture. For example, New York City, due to its healthy mix of residences, retail, offices etc. ends up vastly reducing the need for automobile usage and ownership. Residents routinely walk or use public transportation to reach their destination.

The spatial arrangement of the various land use and activities across a city should be well integrated in order to reduce the travel needs. This can lead to the development of compact cities for the better. Other benefits include a low-stress atmosphere, lower dependency on automobile, reduction in individual carbon footprint and many more. Due to this, the local users to not depend on automobile ownership, thereby reducing the need of parking lots, garages and impervious covers i.e. the road.

B. Government Laws

Apart from measures taken by our government to increase the investment in public transit modes there is only more that we can do to discourage the usage of privately-owned vehicles, i.e. by establishing government laws and regulations. In the last decade in Singapore, due to increase household income, the vehicle population had also simultaneously received a boost. Therefore, the Singapore government introduced an Additional Registration Fees (ADF) and a
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percentage of Open Market Value (OMV) as surcharge to discourage private vehicle ownership. General mechanisms that refrain the use of private vehicles could be through higher parking fees; reduced availability of parking spaces or higher fuel taxes for private vehicles. There are certain things that need to be addressed to, prior the formulation of these laws, such as:

Provision of differentially priced services. This is to accommodate people who can’t afford higher prices with cheaper fares and premium services priced to accordingly benefit those who would shift from personal vehicles and require the extra quality and comfort that they have always aspired in their travel.

Pedestrians and non-motorized transit users have been squeezed out of the road for their safety. Segregation in the right of way for pedestrians and cyclists by providing bicycles lanes and sidewalks. Also, people travelling by private vehicles should have basic civic understanding and respect towards a pedestrian and NMT users, by allowing them to cross before them, ones contributing to a healthier environment.

There should be equitable allocation of road space, proposed by government. For example, a public bus carrying 30–40 passengers is allocated only 2.5 times the space given to a car, which usually will be carrying 2-3 people. The focus is on vehicle not on the number of people. Due to this people travelling through these high capacity transit modes (usually public transportation) end up paying in terms of higher travel time and cost because of the disproportionate space allocated to private vehicles. If only the allocation was for people, then more space would have been allocated to public transit. This can be achieved by reserving lanes for public transits, vehicles carrying more than 3 people (High Occupancy Lane) and pedestrians/non-motorized transit users. Strict penalties for violation of the same should be charged, in order to facilitate better enforcement of such lanes.

C. Multimodal/Intermodal connectivity

The energy demand of the transportation sector of a city can be reduce by promoting a shift from private transport modes to more sustainable modes i.e. public transportation and non-motorized modes, as mentioned earlier. [8]

However, the energy efficiency in transportation does not stop at promoting the public transportation and non-motorized transportation but it rather begins there. Intermodal transportation aims at providing two or more modes of transportation in a journey by combining the strengths of various transportation options and offsetting their weaknesses. It provides a set of choices of modes of transport; which travelers can use with different combinations according to their needs and preferences to reach their destinations. In the present conditions, the transport hubs are being built and developed in silos, which has resulted in extensive costs to the economy, society and environment. Due to lack of proper integration of these transportation modes, it has led to further worsening of the situation. There is a need to adopt an integrated approach to develop a more balanced modal system, which is also recommended in the 12th Five Year Plan of India. This balanced system will lead to an efficient, reliable, safe, economical, sustainable and environment-friendly transportation hub.

The transit hubs are the primary interfaces for the passengers. It aims at a systematic movement of passengers to and from the high-capacity transit system to other modes of transportation. To ensure the long-term success of these hubs, it is important to obtain close connectivity among all the modes of transportation including pedestrian and bicycle connectivity. This can be achieved by focusing on seamless movement of passengers in accessing different modes. High level of efficiency is required in this intermodal connectivity, otherwise it may pose as a safety concern. Also, hindrance in the operation and services of the transit hubs are due to poor connections between the transit modes. The city planners and transportation agencies should consider these multi-use transit center as a way to reduce congestion, increase transportation efficiency, promote high density mixed used planning in the surrounding which will help in keeping the city compact.

How to achieve it?

a) Analyzing the possible modes of arrival to a transit hub
b) Understanding the possible intermodal movement at the transit hub

c) Identifying users, their issues and providing features for their transit access.

Users play a vital role in understanding the requirement and successful working of the intermodal hubs. Hence, a user-based survey was conducted to develop the guidelines required to establish an intermodal transit hub, considering the buses being the highest capacity transit mode.

a) Analyzing the possible modes of arrival to a transit hub: Transit hubs cater to a variety of users. These users will access the transit hubs by a variety of means available at their disposal. Survey shows that auto rickshaw and walking are more preferred arrival modes by the users in a small town, Udupi. Others possible modes of arrival are - a private vehicle, a car, taxi, feeder bus, paratransit services etc. These various arrival modes need to be considered to provide suitable design features, thereby allowing them use these intermodal hubs at ease (refer the table above). From these various arrival modes, the users shift to a higher capacity mode, for e.g. bus but in between this switch, there is an intermediate change in the mode of travel i.e. walking. Therefore, the design should also ensure safe and seamless movement of pedestrians as they interact with other modes of travel at the transit hub.

b) Understanding the possible intermodal movement at the transit hub: Typically, walking is the last mode of
transformation before boarding the transit vehicle. All the passengers, arriving at the transit hub through various modes of transportation apart from walking, will switch to walking before changing to another mode of transit vehicle. For example, passengers arriving the transit hub by a private vehicle, will either get dropped off at the drop off point or will park the vehicle at the allocated parking area. Either way, from that point to switching to a higher capacity transit, for e.g. public bus, the user will have to walk from the parking /drop off area facility on the sidewalk on the way to platform. This indicates that all the users in between the switch from one mode of transportation to another become pedestrians. Thereby, increasing the need of highly established walkways and pathways, interconnecting the various modes of travel offered by the transit hub to ensure safe, seamless and convenient interaction of all modes of transportation.

c) Identifying users, their issues and providing features for their transit access: Transit hub development should not only cater to multiple transit modes of travel but should also keep in mind the different types of users accessing the hub for their transit needs. These transit users range from able bodied people to physically challenged who suffer from different infirmities. Thus, the design guidelines should address to the issues of these various levels of users to achieve a universal and sustainable design. This will provide accessibility to all and increase the number of potential users. Hence, it is necessary to identify the issues associated with each type of user and provide supporting features in the design of the transit hubs. For example, the importance of tactile surfaces for visually impaired users. Some of the users have complained for it to be uncomfortable and hazardous, but are essential for people who are blind, hence the trade-off is worthwhile. Following are the list of features meant to facilitate easy movement of passengers with different impairments.

Why Intermodal planning is required?

• For energy efficient planning of transportation. This type of development uses multiple means of travel to complete a given trip which is optimal for different contexts and different user requirements.

• Not everybody uses every mode of public transportation, just like how not everyone needs the universal design features, such as curb cuts, ramps etc. However, most people will end up needing them sometime in their life. People will value having the different modes of travel in their community, even if they are not the ones currently using it. This provides certain benefit to them by balancing the travel demands per

transit mode and therefore the value of multimodal planning can be evaluated from different perspectives.

• Even in rural areas, especially in India, where the distance from the transport hubs usually end up being miles away. These areas end up being disconnected from the major roads and public transport options. The same can overcome by the inclusion of multimodal transit hubs that will channelize transit modes to the remote corners of settlements. This will thereby fulfill the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which promises to ‘leave no one behind’.

• The multimodal system offers variety of transport options with high degree of accessibility and well-connected transportation networks. This will help to overcome the automobile dependency.

• For example, Bangalore generating intermodal hubs. Bangalore Metropolitan Transport Corporation (BMTC) is a government agency that operates the public transport bus service in Bangalore, India.
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D. Design elements and techniques

i. Passive Techniques

Daylighting: According to a number of studies, the average lighting energy savings from daylighting ranges from 24% to 80%. Adequate provision of daylight can be brought in a building through proper planning of windows in respect to the positioning and opening area. Daylight integration helps reduce dependence on artificial lighting (often the largest item of energy cost). In large scale buildings, it becomes really important to provide natural daylighting in order to save electricity consumption. It can be achieved through apertures like windows, skylights, roof monitors, light wells and clerestories. One of the drawbacks of daylighting is heat gain associated with it.

General guidelines:

• The sizes and locations of windows should be based on the position of the sun with respect to cardinal directions rather than their effect on the street-side appearance. It should aim at avoiding direct sunlight and glare.

• Openings allow only the entry of daylight inside the building. It is the ceiling shape that determines the distribution of the same. For example, use sloped or curved ceiling planes to achieve even distribution. Light shelves also help in even distribution of daylight when used in conjunction with other light strategies.

• Direct sunlight and excessive brightness are never appreciated in case for natural lighting. It is important to filter the daylight with help of trees, plants, upholstery, translucent shades, light scattering glazing etc.

• Skylight or opening with 180 degrees view of the sky, are the most common daylighting technique. It is because they offer the most efficient means of bringing natural light inside the building.

Orientation: Orientation plays an important role for buildings aiming at achieving energy efficiency in their design. Orientation affects solar radiation, daylighting, and wind movement. Focusing on the warm and humid climatic condition like India’s, orientation should be based on cooling as a predominant factor in the design.
General guidelines:

• A careful understanding of sun path and its intensity along the different cardinal directions plays an important role in designing the building surfaces. For example, in Indian sub-continent, in the northern hemisphere experiences the usually sun path (rising from the east and setting in the west) but it’s tilted towards the south side. Hence the south side receives more sunlight and heat. As the north orientation receives solar radiation with minimum intensity, it is preferred to have wider opening and longer surfaces facing the north. East and west receive maximum solar radiation during summers, hence it is preferred to avoid large opening and long facades in those cardinal directions.

• Orientation plays an important role with respect to wind direction. There is a need to establish the current wind flow to orient the building in the direction of the wind to maximize the wind flow and reduce the need for artificial cooling methods. This passive technique will reduce the dependence of the users on the energy consuming devices.

Landscaping: In architecture planning, landscaping becomes an important aspect of design. Spaces catering to large volume of people will end up with large amount of energy consumption to maintain the user comfort. Landscaping can be utilized at achieving passive design solutions. It is one of the most effective ways of altering microclimate for better conditions. These vegetative clusters help to provide buffer to sun, heat, noise and air pollution. It can also be used to divert the air movement and channelize it inside the building as a passive cooling method. Also, using native vegetation for landscaping will help in achieving low water consumption and will require low maintenance. For example, in India, planting on the west and south-west orientation of a building provides natural shade – thereby, reducing the need for cooling mechanism.

These are certain parameters of passive design that should be taken into consideration in the initial design stages to achieve a more sustainable design.

ii. Architectural elements: Urban inserts such as walkways, plazas and public parks and gardens are not seen in the recent city developments of the nation. For e.g. walkways induced with landscape which will provide natural shading and retail spaces will enhance user mobility and encourage the pedestrian flow. These open spaces benefit the pedestrian and non-motorized the most. These two activities are accessible to a large portion of the citizens and have positive social benefits with minimal environmental impacts. Encourage the society to opt for these sustainable modes of transportation.

iii. Advance materials and technology: With the advancement of technology and material innovation, the increasing demand of energy can be met through solar panels, piezoelectric tiles etc. There have also been developments in introduction to technology that will help in reducing its energy usage such as LED lighting, etc. Usage of such technology should be involved in the initial stage of design, to understand the steps that can be taken for an energy efficient development through active means and for cost estimations.

Piezoelectric: This smart material technique extracts, converts and stores energy from the environment when subjected to pressure. It is an energy harvesting technology, which has been recently becoming familiar with the built environment. It is important to understand that there is a need for efficient usage of these technologies to receive the best results. For example, transit hubs with thousands of users per day and the transit vehicle parking areas, such as bus parking area when designed with such materials will readily generate energy. This is due to the large number of users present for interaction with the material. Hence, reducing the stress on conventional resources.

V. Conclusion

Transport infrastructure is one of the most important factors for a country’s progress. With the increase in transportation systems through road widening, metro lines, increase in surface transit vehicles, there is a need of an infrastructure to support all these developments and enhance it’s working. Therefore, at our end as architects, it is our aim to expand our knowledge into developing infrastructure facilities supporting multi-modal systems as well as energy efficient and sustainable designs. Development of these structures have a long-lasting effect on where it’s built and how it functions on its immediate and expanded reachable surrounding. Hence, in this paper the idea was to achieve green solutions, right at the planning stage of the development, considering factors like site selection and multimodal system, which will help in efficient development of the rapidly increasing transportation sector. It also aims at calling out for researchers, architects, planners and sustainable designers to fill in the research gap and elaborate more on sustainable methods and energy efficient solutions for passenger transport hubs.
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B. Abbreviations and Acronyms

Define abbreviations and acronyms the first time they are used in the text, even after they have already been defined in the abstract. Abbreviations such as SI, ac, and dc do not have to be defined. Abbreviations that incorporate periods should not have spaces: write “C.N.R.S.,” not “C. N. R. S.” Do not use abbreviations in the title unless they are unavoidable (for example, “INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF COMPUTER THEORY AND ENGINEERING” in the title of this article).

C. Equations

Number equations consecutively with equation numbers in parentheses flush with the right margin, as in (1). First use the equation editor to create the equation. Then select the “Equation” markup style. Press the tab key and write the equation number in parentheses. To make your equations more compact, you may use the solidus (/), the exp function, or appropriate exponents. Use parentheses to avoid ambiguities in denominators. Punctuate equations when they are part of a sentence, as in

\[
\begin{align*}
\int_0^\alpha F(r, \varphi) \, dr \, d\varphi &= \sigma r (2 \mu_0) \\
\int_\alpha^\infty \exp \left( -\lambda \left[ z_j - z_i \right] \right) &\lambda J_1(\lambda r_j) J_0(\lambda r_i) \, d\lambda .
\end{align*}
\]

(1)
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Use one space after periods and colons. Hyphenate complex modifiers: “zero-field-cooled magnetization.” Avoid dangling participles, such as, “Using (1), the potential was calculated.” (It is not clear who or what used (1).) Write instead, “The potential was calculated by using (1),” or “Using (1), we calculated the potential.”

Use a zero before decimal points: “0.25,” not “.25.” Use “cm,” not “cc.” Indicate sample dimensions as “0.1 cm × 0.2 cm,” not “0.1 x 0.2 cm.” The abbreviation for “seconds” is “s,” not “sec.” Do not mix complete spellings and abbreviations of units: use “Wb/m²” or “webers per square meter,” not “webers/m².” When expressing a range of values, write “7 to 9” or “7–9,” not “7–9.”

A parenthetical statement at the end of a sentence is punctuated outside of the closing parenthesis (like this). (A parenthetical sentence is punctuated within the parentheses.) In American English, periods and commas are within quotation marks, like “this period.” Other punctuation is “outside”? Avoid contractions; for example, write “do not” instead of “don’t.” The serial comma is preferred: “A, B, and C” instead of “A, B and C.”

If you wish, you may write in the first person singular or plural and use the active voice (“I observed that ...” or “We observed that ...” instead of “It was observed that ...”). Remember to check spelling. If your native language is not English, please get a native English-speaking colleague to proofread your paper.

VI. SOME COMMON MISTAKES

The word “data” is plural, not singular. The subscript for the permeability of vacuum μ₀ is zero, not a lowercase letter “o.” The term for residual magnetization is “permanence”; the adjective is “remnant”; do not write “remnanace” or “remaning.” Use the word “micrometer” instead of “micron.” A graph within a graph is an “inset,” not an “insert.” The word “alternatively” is preferred to the word “alternately” (unless you really mean something that alternates). Use the word “whereas” instead of “while” (unless you are referring to simultaneous events). Do not use the word “essentially” to mean “approximately” or “effectively.” Do not use the word “issue” as a euphemism for “problem.” When compositions are not specified, separate chemical symbols by en-dashes; for example, “NiMn” indicates the intermetallic compound Ni₀.₅Mn₀.₅ whereas “Ni–Mn” indicates an alloy of some composition NiₓMn₁₋ₓ.

Be aware of the different meanings of the homophones “affect” (usually a verb) and “effect” (usually a noun), “complement” and “compliment,” “discreet” and “discrete,” “principal” (e.g., “principal investigator”) and “principle” (e.g., “principle of measurement”). Do not confuse “imply” and “infer.”

Prefixes such as “non,” “sub,” “micro,” “multi,” and “ultra” are not independent words; they should be joined to the words they modify, usually without a hyphen. There is no period after the “et” in the Latin abbreviation “et al.” (it is also italicized). The abbreviation “i.e.,” means “that is,” and the abbreviation “e.g.,” means “for example” (these abbreviations are not italicized).

An excellent style manual and source of information for science writers is [9].
VII. EDITORIAL POLICY

The submitting author is responsible for obtaining agreement of all coauthors and any consent required from sponsors before submitting a paper. It is the obligation of the authors to cite relevant prior work. Authors of rejected papers may revise and resubmit them to the journal again.

VIII. PUBLICATION PRINCIPLES

The contents of the journal are peer-reviewed and archival. The journal INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY (IJEAT) publishes scholarly articles of archival value as well as tutorial expositions and critical reviews of classical subjects and topics of current interest.

Authors should consider the following points:

1) Technical papers submitted for publication must advance the state of knowledge and must cite relevant prior work.
2) The length of a submitted paper should be commensurate with the importance, or appropriate to the complexity, of the work. For example, an obvious extension of previously published work might not be appropriate for publication or might be adequately treated in just a few pages.
3) Authors must convince both peer reviewers and the editors of the scientific and technical merit of a paper, the standards of proof are higher when extraordinary or unexpected results are reported.
4) Because replication is required for scientific progress, papers submitted for publication must provide sufficient information to allow readers to perform similar experiments or calculations and use the reported results. Although not everything need be disclosed, a paper must contain new, useable, and fully described information. For example, a specimen's chemical composition need not be reported if the main purpose of a paper is to introduce a new measurement technique. Authors should expect to be challenged by reviewers if the results are not supported by adequate data and critical details.

IX. CONCLUSION

A conclusion section is not required. Although a conclusion may review the main points of the paper, do not replicate the abstract as the conclusion. A conclusion might elaborate on the importance of the work or suggest applications and extensions.
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